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Trivia questions and answers movies

Picture: WikiCommons Oto Godfrey and Justin Morton's Cars and Movies go along well, as is evident in the many unforgettable cars we've seen on the silver screen, then and now. Don't you want to drive one? Even in your dreams? why not! Let's see if we can tell which car fits your personality by answering the questions we've published here. Come on, it's going to be fun to
ride! Imagine going down the street as the protagonist or antagonist of your choice. Are you the bad guy chasing the good guys? Or are you the good guy being chased by the bad guys? No matter who you are in the movie inside your head, let me match that up to the car of your temporary cinematious dreams! Hollywood has a lot to offer when it comes to cars. The movie sets,
they call these cars image vehicles, because they will see the camera that drives a character. And of course, we already know that the character also defines what he has in his own cinematious life. And yes, it also means what kind of car the screen personality has. It's a telltale sign of their behavior and actions. It's an extension of their personalities. So, based on some funny
questions, can we tell you which movie car you're going to drive away in? Let's take a look.  Personality can we guess my favorite muscle car? 5 minute quiz 5 minutes personality can we guess the least favorite car? 5 minute quiz 5 min TRIVIA match the movie character the car was driving! 7 minute quiz 7 min TRIVIA can match the car with the movie character? 7 minute quiz 7
min TRIVIA can you match the movie car to the star? 7 minute quiz 7 min personality can we figure out what kind of car you get your kid? 5 minute quiz 5 min TRIVIA Can you identify these cars that you see on a '50s Drive-In? 7 minute quiz 7 min personality how beautiful '60s car meets your personality? Five minute quiz five minutes personality, if you're a car, what would you be
like? 5 minute quiz 5 min TRIVIA Ultimate Car Engine Quiz 6 minute quiz 6 min How much do you know about dinosaurs? What is octane rating? And how do you use a proper noun? Lucky for you, HowStuffWorks Game is here to help. Our award-winning website offers reliable, easy-to-understand explanations of how the world works. From fun quizzes to delighting the sun, to
stunning photography and stunning listings, HowStuffWorks Play has something to offer everyone. Sometimes we explain how things work, other times, please, but we're always exploring in the name of fun! Because learning is fun, so stay with us. Game quizzes free! Quizzes and personality tests are sent to your inbox every week. By clicking on the Register button, you agree to
our privacy policy and confirm that you are 13 years old or more. Copyright © 2020 InfoSpace Holdings, LLC, the System1 Company quarantine gave you the opportunity to catch the movies you were procrastinating on seeing until Was there time? Is he full of knowledge in high and low-forehead movies now? Well, gather a team of your friends and show them that your movie
knowledge knows no bounds with this movie trivia evening we have put together to test almost every type of movie buff. (Yes, even those who only watch Oscar-nominated movies. Below are five categories with 10 questions each: Classics, Disney Channel Original Movies, Rom-Coms, Oscar winners, and quotes. (The answers are below to prevent the chanting.) You can also
download Bustle's Movies Trivia here and share it with your friends before trivia night. CLASSICS1) How many films are there outside the Godfather franchise?2) What 1940s holiday movie contains two supporting characters (a cop and a taxi driver) that share names with two Sesame street characters? 3) What is the name of Morgan Freeman's character in Shawshank
Redemption? 4) What kind of insect appears in the movie poster for The Silence of the Lambs? 5) What is the name of the hotel in The Shining? 6) Name three of the seven von Trapp children in The Sound of Music.7) What's the name of Jaws' boat? 8) What is Holly Golightly's cat called breakfast at Tiffany's? 9) According to pulp fiction, what's it called a quarter pounder with
cheese in Paris? 10) Who directed Ferris Bueller's day off? DISNEY CHANNEL ORIGINAL MOVIES (DCOMS)11) What 2000 Disney Channel Original Movie does Halloweentown star Kimberly J. Brown star? 12) What happens to Cody on 13th 13th) What future will Zenon: Girl of the 21st Century?14) British band Five starred in the 1999 film Smart House. Which song are Ben
and his friends dancing to? 15) What is the name of the basketball game twins at the center of Double Teamed? 16) Bobby Flay plays himself in what 2003 DCOM?17) Name of the Four Cheetah Girls.18) Cadet Kelly starred in leads, of which two Disney Channel shows? 19) What was the name of the fictional band Nick, Joe, and Kevin Jonas were outside Camp Rock?20) What
disney star is a cameo in High School Musical 2? ROM-COMS 21) Cher Horowitz is based on which literary character? 22) What is the campaign slogan of Benjamin Barry coming up with the DeLauer Diamond account How to lose a guy in 10 days? 23) What magazine does Hugh Grant's William Thacker claim to work on notting hill?24) Who dermot mulroney at the end of My
Best Friend's Wedding?25) Do the following to the release, the oldest of the newest: Maid Manhattan, Monster-in-Law, The Wedding Planner26) What is the name of Poise magazine's competitor 13 Going on 30? 27) 10 Things I Hate About You is a loose adaptation of which Shakespeare to play? 28) What 1993 film was You've Got Mail lead Tom Hanks and Meg Ryan star?29)
What's the name of Lara Jean's sisters for all the boys I've loved before? 30) What about Mark Darcy sweater at the New Year's party in Bridget Jones' diary? Oscar winners31) As of 2020, Kathryn Bigelow is the only woman to win an Oscar for Best Director. Which best film awarded film did you earn the title for? 32) What Slumdog Millionaire Song Won Best Original Song at the
2009 Academy Awards? 33) In Chicago, why Velma Kelly in prison? 34) What Oscar-winning film inspired the 1979 Canadian Caper rescue mission? 35) What newspaper is at the heart of the 2015 Spotlight film? 36) Moonlight won an Oscar for Best Picture in 2017. What film was wrongly announced as the winner at the ceremony?37) In Forrest Gump, what book does Forrest
put a white pen in? 38) What 1973 film made Tatum O'Neal the youngest Oscar winner? 39) What film did Meryl Streep win her first Oscar for? 40) What's the only movie sequel to ever winning best picture? FINISH QUOTEEvery word is a missing word.41) A boy's best friend is his _. 42) I want to draw down as one _ _. 43) Jessica, single child, _ _. 44) He's the cheese of my _.
45) Be sure to move at the icy pace. You can make _ _. 46) I can do it. I'm a guy. I'm the hunky dude! I'm on _ _ _! 47) What tigers dream of when they take their little tiger snooze. Do they dream of mauling azeras or _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 48) You're kind. You're smart. It's you. 49) Merry Christmas, ya _ _. 50) I love sketchers, but I love my __. Answers: CLASSICS1) Three2) It's a
Wonderful Life 3) Ellis Boyd Red Redding4) The moth5) The Overlook Hotel6) Liesl, Friedrich, Louisa, Kurt, Brigitta, Marta, Gretl7) With Orca8) Cat9) Royale cheese10) John HughesDCOMS11) Quints12) He will be a merman13) 2049 14) Slam Dunk (Da Funk)15) Heather and Heidi Burge16) Eddie Million Dollar Cook-Off17) Galleria (Bubbles), Chanel (Chuchie), Aquanetta
(Aqua), Dorinda (Do)17 18) Even Stevens and Lizzie McGuire19) Connect 320) Miley CyrusROM-COMS 21) Emma Woodhouse Jane Austen's Emma2 Hound 24) Cameron Diaz25) wedding planner (2001), Maid manhattan (2002), Monster-in-Law (2005)26) Sparkle27) Taming the Shrew28) Sleepless Seattle29) Margot and Kitty30) The ReindeerOSCAR WINNERS31) The Hurt
Locker32) Jai Ho33) The Double Murder of Her Husband and Sister34) Argo35) The Boston Globe36) La La Land37) Curious George38) Paper Moon39) Kramer vs. Kramer40) The Godfather : II. PART II (1974)ENDING THE QUOTEAll space means a missing word.41) Mother, Psycho 42) French girls , Titanic 43) Illinois, Chicago, Parasite44) Macaroni, Juno 45) Thrills me, The
Devil Wears Prada46) Bad*ss hunky dude, She's the Man47) Halle Berry in her Catwoman suit, The Hangover 48 Important,The Help 49) Filthy Animal, Home Alone 2 50) Prada Backpack, 10 Things I Hate You Keep Up With Your Latest Daily Buzz Newsletter! In a detailed interview, we asked Collins how his research and ideas affect the economy, the stock market and the
nature of leadership. The good-to-large companies that have written all achieved remarkable stock market results over a 15-year period. But today, the stock market is a drop-off. Does that mean we don't see good-for-good companies today? First of all, I'd like to correct a big misconception. The stock market is not down. What does the stock market look like compared to 1985?
The stock market is not down. What does it look like compared to 1990? The stock market is not down. The market irrationally out of whack - there was no stock market; We had a speculative casino. The tech bubble has not been the new economy - there is a new economy that has been going on a deeper level for years. But the brutal fact is that companies that are at the top of
the tech bubble had no results. You can't make zero profit and claim to have results. In the case of companies that have big results before the bubble burst, they're in a down period now, but so what? The point of a company like Cisco, we don't know the answer yet. These companies may only have a very difficult 6-12 month period. Let me use an analogy. Let's say you have a
great basketball dynasty like the UCLA Bruins under John Wooden. This is a team that will win 10 NCAA championships in 12 years. They're a team that went from good to great. But in 1970, they lost three games. Does that mean we write them off and say they're not a good team? We're going to have to go over it for a long time. The same is true of companies that have caught
the bubble. The time was too short. It's going to take us longer to tell which companies are in trouble, they're just going through a momentary period, and there's going to be a way back. But for many businessmen, the current slowdown is a sign of the downfall of the new economy. This is one of the most amazing times in history. Two or three years ago, what was the biggest
complaint we've heard? It's so hard to get good people. Whining, whining, whining! Today, we have the greatest opportunity that we will have for decades to snag a boatload - not a busload, but a boatload - of great people. And big companies always start with whom, not what. We can finally get to the good side of the Packard Act. The Packard Act is like the physics law of big
companies. It says that no company can become or stay large if it allows the rate of growth in revenues to exceed growth in making the right people in a sustainable way. This is one of those timeless truths that transcend technology and economics. Now, instead of trying to raise capital, we can accumulate people. If I ran a company today, I would have one priority: to get as many
of the best people as possible. I put off everything else if I could afford it – buildings, new projects, R&amp;D – to fill the bus. Because things are going to come back. My flywheel is going to turn. And the biggest squeeze on growth and the success of my organization is not the market, not the technology, not the opportunity, not the stock market. If you want to be a big company,
the single biggest limitation is your ability to grow the ability to get and hold on to enough of the right people. It's also a great time to force yourself to look back. When you broke Packard's law, you probably let a lot of the wrong people on the bus. This is a good time to get them out. In fact, it's a little easier now. We can blame it on the circumstances. What else would you do to
take advantage of this period of reassessment? This is also a great time to ask yourself some very difficult questions. At a time of irrational prosperity where the market would give money whether you delivered or not, many companies have not answered questions in the three circles (Can we be the best in the world? What is the economic denominator that drives the economic
engine the most? And what are our basic people deeply passionate about?). They had no idea what they could do better than any other company in the world that was sustainable, there was no profit denominator, and the only thing they were passionate about was finging the company. Now we can't live in that fantasy world. We need to look closely at everything we're doing and
put them on the three-round test. All those things that do the test you have to stop doing – today. I see a lot of companies that have found themselves with a lot of capital. So they migrated to all sorts of acquisitions or new ventures or new directions, simply because they could. But they didn't necessarily fit into the three circles. Your job today is to get me. Those who clear the
three rounds will come out well. Who don't deserve to die. CEOs today have little time to prove they're worthy. What advice would you give a CEO on a hot chair? If I were the CEO of the hot seat taking over the company that I wanted to move from good to big, here's what I'd do. I'd take that good-for-good stock list and put it ahead of my directors. I'd say we're on the left side of
this corner. We want to be on the right side of the bend. Right? If that's what we all want, we know what it's going to take. You can't keep going from CEO to CEO. If you do that, you'll find yourself in the Doom Loop – and you'll end up as one of the comparison companies, not one of the big companies. I don't think all directors are. Most of them are intelligent, but they operate out
of ignorance, not lack of good intentions. We're going to have to hit them in the head with empirical results. Our job is to beat the market in a sustainable way over time. We're going to have to think about the stock price in five years. And we have to start doing everything we can to turn the flywheel. Finally, if I'm a CEO, I want the board to give me the following assurance: Any
long or short tenure as CEO might be someone who chooses as my successor to be included in that flywheel in the middle turn and keep pushing in a consistent direction. Maybe I can only turn the flywheel at 16 revolutions per cmm. But my successor has to take me to 100 RPM. Its successor must take it to 500 RPM and its successor to 1000 RPM. It's not about me as CEO – it's
about a commitment to a consistent program. We're not going to do a Doom Loop.The CEOs who took the companies were pretty big, largely anonymous – far from the celebrity CEOs we read. Is this an accident? Or cause and cause? I think it's more of a causality than an accident. There is something directly related to the lack of celebrity and the presence of good-to-great
results. Why? First, if you have a celebrity, the company becomes the only genius with 1,000 helpers. This creates the sense that the whole thing is actually the CEO. And this leads to all sorts of problems - if the person leaves or if the person turns out not to be a genius after all. On a deeper level, we have found that in order for managers to do something great, their ambitions
must be focused on the scale of the work and the company, not on themselves. That doesn't mean there's no ego. That doesn't mean they don't have self-needs. This means that the decision point after decision point – at critical points when Choice A would favor the ego and Choice B would favor the company and work – time and time again these executives pick Choice B.
Celebrity CEOs, those same decision points, are more likely to favor themselves and ego over company and work. Like anonymous CEOs, most companies that make the transformation from good to large are unheralded. What does that tell us? The truth is, most people don't work in the most glamorous things in the world. They're doing real work – which means that most of the
time they're doing a heck of a lot of drudgeling with just a few points of excitement. Some people put up fried bread. Some people build retail stores. The real work of the economy will be done by people who use cars who sell real estate, who run grocery stores and banks. So one of the great findings of this study is that you can be a big company and do it with steel, in drugstores,
in grocery stores. It's simply not the case that if Not in Silicon Valley, you're not cool. It doesn't matter where you are. So no one has the right to whine about the company, the industry, or the kind of business they do - ever again. Did the 11 companies that carried out the transformation benefit from their anonymity? One of the great advantages of these companies was that no one
cared! Kroger began the transition; Nucor has begun the transition; no one expected much. They can under-promise and outperform. In fact, if I took over a company and tried to make it great for good, I'd tell my vice president of communications that his job is to make the whole world think we're constantly on the brink of doom. During our study, we printed transcripts of CEO
presentations to analysts from good-for-big companies and comparison companies. We've read them all. And it's surprising. The good-for-great people always talk about the challenges they face, the programs they're building, the things they're worried about. You go to comparison companies, they're constantly hyping themselves, they're selling in the future – but they'll never
deliver results. If I'm not CEO, how do good-for-good lessons apply to me? The good-to-great concepts apply to every situation – as long as you can hire people around you. That's the decisive thing. But basically, we really do - there's a lot of discretion in people in our lives, people we choose to let on our bus, whether it's in our class at work or in our personal lives. But the basic
message is this: Make your own flywheel. You can do it. You can start giving impetus to something you're responsible for. You can build a great department. You can build a large church community. You can take both one of your good-to-great ideas and apply them to your own work or your own life. What did your study teach you about business change in general? Is this
essentially a message to go back to basics? Very rarely do significant changes lead to sustainable results. This is one of the very important findings of the book. We started with 1,435 companies. And 11 companies did it. Let's take a look at that fact for a second. The fact is, it doesn't happen very often. Why not? Because we don't know what the hell we're doing! And since we
don't know what we're doing, we're going to lead us into things that aren't going to work. We end up like a bunch of primitives dancing around the campfire chanting on the moon. What I feel strongly about is that we need some science to understand what it takes to change things. Back to basics? No, it's about understanding. Why does it stick back to the basics when we say that
CEOs need to be ambitious for their companies, not themselves? Why did you get back to basics to The who and people question the first and what and where question second? Since when is it back to basics for a company to start with a question like: Why have we smoked for 100 years and what are the brutal facts we have to face? Why is it back to basics to say that stop-doing
lists are more important than to-do lists? And since when is it back to basics to say that technology is just an accelerator and not a creator of anything? I don't think these concepts are back to basics. Because if that's the case, we can go back in time and realize that people use these ideas. People don't - that's why only 11 out of 1,435. So, no, it's not back to basics. That's before
understanding. What do you think of the new economy? We've seen a lot of change and we've seen a lot of backlash against change. How does all this make sense? The huge changes that are taking place around us make it the most exciting time in history. It's so much fun. All these changes - changes in technology, globalization - they are brutal facts that need to be
incorporated into whatever decisions we make. People at Walgreens didn't ignore the internet because it focused only on the basics. Faced with the brutal fact of the Internet, they then asked: How does it fit into our three circles and how can we use it to rotate our flywheel faster? You never ignore the changes - you can press them head-on as brutal facts, or come to them with a
great sense of glee and excitement. This change, this new technology opens the way to prevail, to be even better than a company. All the good-to-large companies took changes and used them to their advantage, often with great glee. When new pianos came, Mozart didn't hang his music. You didn't tell me there were these new pianos! The tingle's out of the way, so I'm washed
like a composer! He thought it was so cool. I can do it out loud with a piano party! That's very nice. He retained the discipline of writing great music, and at the same time, embraced the great glee and excitement of the invention of pianos. After all the changes, we have to be like Mozart. We maintain great discipline in our music, but at the same time, we embrace things that allow
us to make even bigger music. Alan M. Webber (awebber@fastcompany.com) is founding editor of Fast Company. Jim Collins (jimcollins@aol.com) wrote the essay cover in March 2000 for Fast Company. The new book, Good for the Great: Why Some Companies Make a Leap... And others don't, will be available in October. October.
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